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Abstract Revolving parts with complex surface structures are widely used in machinery and

mechanical equipment. The ECM process provides its adequacy to cut hard materials with different

shapes, and its applications are widely increased, due to its outstanding advantages. In this paper, a

new method for machining a convex strips structure on a cylinder by using site directed power inter-

ruption (SDPI) in the ECM process is presented. A variable correction value of the power-off time

was defined and optimized to obtain the ideal interval for better machining accuracy and stability.

The electric field distribution and the simulated convex profiles show that the stray current density

can be reduced effectively by using the proposed method. The correction value has an important

influence on the machining accuracy. A suitable correction value in the range of 0.6–1.2 s can effec-

tively improve the machining accuracy of the convex strips structure. Experiments were also con-

ducted to verify the proposed method. Results have confirmed that the stray corrosion on the

convex strips surface is significantly reduced and the machining accuracy of convex strips structure

is remarkably improved by using the proposed method with a suitable correction value in the ECM

process. Finally, a convex strip with a height of 2 mm on a thin-wall revolving part was also pro-

duced successfully using a correction value of 0.9.
� 2018 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of Chinese Society of Aeronautics and

Astronautics. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

20

211. Introduction

22Revolving parts are widely used in machinery and mechanical
23equipment, such as shaft components which are commonly
24used to transmit power and rotational motion in mechanical
25equipment.1 In order to successfully implement these func-
26tions, the surfaces of revolving parts are usually accompanied
27by many features, such as the characteristics of key, groove,
28gear and thread.2,3 In the aerospace industry, there are also
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29 many revolving parts with complex surface structures involved
30 in aerospace engines, which are usually made of difficult-to-cut
31 materials such as nickel-based super alloys and titanium
32 alloys.4,5 This will lead to a high-cost and time-consuming
33 manufacturing process by using conventional mechanical
34 machining.6

35 Electrochemical machining (ECM) is a non-traditional
36 machining technology based on electrochemical anodic disso-
37 lution at the atomic level, which is suitable for machining
38 difficult-to-cut materials due to advantages such as a compara-
39 ble high material removal rate,7–10 theoretically no tool wear,
40 and its applicability for machining of complex-shaped compo-
41 nents and structures with stress-free and crack-free surfaces.11

42 Therefore, ECM is an effective method to process structures
43 on revolving parts. Hofstede and Brekel used box-shaped
44 and plate tool electrodes in an electrochemical turning process
45 to obtain shaft components with a small roundness error.12

46 Hocheng and Pa investigated the use of different electrode
47 geometries on electro-polishing of cylindrical surfaces.13 The
48 feed rate, machining stability, and surface quality were signif-
49 icantly improved by optimizing geometric parameters and
50 machining parameters. El-Taweel and Gouda used a wire cath-
51 ode tool to process grooves on a cylindrical surface.14 A wire
52 tool constitutes frequently a cheap alternative to a full-form
53 tool, allowing cutting of intricate shapes without the need of
54 large power supplies. Wang, et al. utilized a shaped cathode
55 to process a spiral turbulated hole.15,16 The shaped cathode
56 was prepared by means of an ultraviolet curing mask method
57 considering the shape of the expected spiral turbulator. Chen
58 and Zhu studied ECM for an inner ratchet wheel with a slice

59cathode.17 A better machining quality was obtained by opti-
60mizing the cathode design and machining parameters. The sur-
61face roughness reached about 1.6 lm, and the process
62precision especially the repeat precision was improved
63significantly.
64Zhu et al. used a revolving cathode tool with hollow win-
65dows to fabricate convex structures on a thin-walled revolving
66part in the counter-rotating electrochemical machining
67(CRECM) process.18,19 A revolving part with complex convex
68structures was successfully machined without any flow tracks
69or residual ribs. In this paper, based on the CRECM process,
70a new method of site directed power interruption (SDPI) is
71applied for machining of a convex strips structure on a cylin-
72der. During the SDPI process, the Toff time is closely related
73to the rotation speed, the radius of the work-piece, and the
74width of the convex strips. A variable a is used to adjust the
75Toff time to ensure better machining accuracy and stability.
76Numerical simulations and experiments were conducted to
77illustrate the proposed method. Results showed that the non-
78machined area on the top surface of the convex strips on the
79anode work-piece could be obviously protected by using SDPI,
80and the machined quality of the convex strips structure was
81significantly improved. The proposed method is also a promis-
82ing way for machining other structures on revolving parts such
83as stiffener, groove, keyway, spline and gear.

842. Principle and analysis

852.1. Stray corrosion of the convex strips structure in the ECM

86process

87Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the ECM process for convex strips
88on the anode work-piece. A cylindrical electrode with a groove
89is designed to be a cathode tool. During the ECM process, the
90cylindrical anode work-piece and the cathode tool rotate rela-
91tive to each other at the same rotation speed n. Meanwhile, the
92cathode tool keeps moving towards the workpiece at a con-
93stant feed rate f. With sufficient electrolyte flow through the
94working area, the redundant materials on the anode surface
95are gradually removed under electrolysis. As a result, a convex
96strips structure is fabricated on the corresponding area of the
97cathode groove. However, due to the poor localization effects
98of anodic dissolution in ECM, the top surface of the convex
99strips structure on the anode (the red1 area in Fig. 1) will inevi-
100tably suffer serious stray corrosion when both the anode work-
101piece and the cathode tool are immersed in the electrolyte.
102The current distribution during the ECM process was
103numerically simulated. As the whole process takes place in a
104reactor that is made of a PVC material, the sidewall and bot-
105tom face of the groove on the cathode are electrically insulated
106from the electrolyte. With some assumptions,20 the distribu-
107tion of the electric potential u in the electrolyte domain X
108and the boundary conditions are shown in Fig. 2, where B
109and C are two sample points that represent the midpoint and
110edge point of the non-machining area, respectively. The rela-
111tive conditions of electric field simulation are shown in Table 1.
112The current density i can be described by Ohm’s law as
113

i ¼ jru ð1Þ 115115

Fig. 1 ECM process for convex strips.

Fig. 2 Analysis of the physical model and boundary conditions.

1 For interpretation of color in Fig. 1, the reader is referred to the

web version of this article.
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